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Abstract

Description

The HCA Healthcare Journal of Medicine would like to thank those behind the scenes who make this publication possible. Our journal would not be possible without the assistance of our reviewers, authors and board members.
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The HCA Healthcare Journal of Medicine shares its sincere thanks to the reviewers and editorial staff who have helped over the first half of 2022. The journal continues to grow and we hit 60 000 downloads with almost 200 articles published as we move into the second half of the year.

The journal also continued to improve the quality of our publication and attract new authors and readers. We recently published our second special issue entitled “Health Equity in Medicine”. We received incredible support from our community of authors and peer reviewers to cover this important topic.

Looking ahead, we encourage your support for our 2 current calls for papers. With a submission deadline at the end of this October, we are accepting articles for a special issue entitled “Advancing Patient Care in Pharmacy Practice”. This call for papers is specific to pharmacy services across the healthcare spectrum. We recently announced a call for papers for “Creating and Supporting Well-Being in the Medical Community”, a special issue focusing on wellness among the healthcare team, with a submission deadline of October 31, 2023. We hope the long submission window will allow you time to conduct research projects or develop quality improvement studies on this important topic.

To expand our audience, the journal has launched a Twitter feed to share the journal’s activities with the broader medical community. You can find and follow us @hcajom1. The journal has also launched an interview series. These author interviews provide additional insight into the works they have published with us. They can be found at https://scholarlycommons.hcahealthcare.com/hca_jom_interviews/

As always, we encourage our readers to submit their work to the journal, both scientific and personal, and ask them to consider sharing their expertise as peer reviewers. Authorship and peer review with the journal are forms of scholarly activity recognized by the ACGME.

Thank you for your continued support of the HCA Healthcare Journal of Medicine.
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